Nuts Bolts Guide Rigging
fittings - hardware - nuts & bolts - squirestools - metric hexagon nuts 361 metric machine screws 359
metric steel bolts 361 metric nuts & washers 360 - 362 mooring bollards 356 - 357 nylon nuts & bolts 359 pins
354 - 355 plastic coated steel wire 348 pronged tees 361 pulley blocks 351 - 352 rigging cord 357 self tapping
screws 360 set screws 361 snap hooks 363 - 364 stanchions 349 thimbles 358 ... user’s guide lifting 1 user’s guide lifting asme version (12/10) risk management terminology for additional definition working load
limit (wll) support ... the rigging must be used within manufacturer’s ... loose or missing nuts, bolts, cotter pins,
snap rings, or ... pitch gauge user guide - active-tools - nuts & bolts guide to rigging warning pitch on
oarlocks/swivels make sure the boat is stable and place the pitch gauge on a horizontal surface of the boat
with the angled end pointing towards the stern. this is usually best done on the inside of the bottom of the hull
near the centre of the boat, or the edges of the gunnels/saxboards. panel discussion on rigging - usrowing
- think there is still more speed out there and it comes down to the rigging of the shell. i bought the nuts and
bolts guide to rigging over the winter and read it twice and took a lot of notes. how do i know what numbers i
should be using for my crew? is each rigger different with regards to it's numbers because of the person
rowing in that seat? or day sailer, ospray and javelin rigging instructions - day sailer, ospray and javelin
rigging instructions ... if your boat is the javelin keel model, you also receive 6 keel bolts, nuts, and "o" rings.
suggested equipment for rigging boat you will need a medium-sized screwdriver, a pair of pliers, (a 11/16"
socket wrench for keel bolts for javelin only), ... manual rigging installation manual - j.r. clancy, inc. lock nuts that are supplied with the system. on t-bar systems flat washers should be used at each slotted hole
and where only one u-clip contacts a t-guide. ix. j-guide splices are made with a splice bar assembly attached
to the foot of the j-guide. tighten the bolts until the splice bar is pulled firmly against the channel. a guide to
rigging the 6000 series lido 14 john papadopoulos - a guide to rigging the 6000 series lido 14 by ... look
for signs of corrosion, missing bolts, nuts, or rivets, etc. if any need attention, now’s the time to take care of it,
not after you’ve stepped (raised) the ... and any other parts of the rigging and walk it toward the bow while
helping out the raising process by pulling on it.
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